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1. INTRODUCTION 

Field survey and evaluation at a previously suspected defended promontory known as Castle 
Steads, BUN, has confirmed occupation dated by radiocarbon assay to the late Iron Age and 
Romano-British periods. Several negative features excavated included a probable defensive 
cut-off ditch, a hollow-way, post-holes, and gulleys relating to probable house sites. Late 
prehistoric pottery was excavated, and palaeo-environmental evidence recovered. 

1.2 INTRODUCTION 

During 1991 and 1992, North West Archaeological Surveys undertook excavation and survey 
work at  Castle Steads, Walmersley, Bury. The site lies within the Burrs Countryside and 
Heritage Park, and the project was funded by Bury M.B.C. Department of Development 
Services, with the aim of establishing the date and nature of any surviving archaeological 
features and deposits. 

1.3 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 

The excavation and contour survey were undertaken by Mark Fletcher, assisted by Ian Charles, 
Ian Halfpenny, Debra Stackwood, and Colin C o ~ o l y .  

Howard Aitken, Chris Wilkinson, and other officers of Bury M.B.C. are to be thanked for 
initiating the project and arranging plant and accommodation hire. 

The tenant farmer, Mr James Entwistle, kindly allowed access to the site during the works 

Keith Maude of the Department of Archaeology, University of Manchester, provided the 
radiocarbon calibration data presented in appendix 5. 

Arthur Boulton and Angela ~ h o m i ,  of Bolton Museum, commented on the pottery. 

John Gater of Geophysical Surveys of Bradford gave permission to include in this report extracts 
from the magnetometer survey and figures 5 and 6. 

Sheila.Edwards, Librarian of the Royal Society of London, kindly granted permission for the 
reproduction of the plan (Percival, 1751) on the front cover. 

The following sub-contractors were involved in the project: 

Universal Presentations (report production) 

Geophysical Surveys of Bradford (Magnetometer survey) 

Survey Express Ltd (loan of AELJOO Laser Level). 

Brian Barnes, Liverpool University (palaeo-environmental analysis) 

Beta Analytic Inc, Florida, U.S.A. (radiocarbon dating). 



2. THE SITE 

2.1 LOCATION 

Castle Steads is the name given to an impressive natural promontory in the upper Irwell valley, 
in the parish of Walmersley, just 2km north of Bury, at NGR SD 797130 (Fig 1). 

From a plateau summit level of Ill.5Om OD, the promontory is defined to the north, west and 
south by steep scarps, falling IS-20m to the river on the north-west and the valley bottom on the 
south. The eastern approach to the hilltop is on a gentle slope of clrca 2 degrees, now cut off 
from the higher ground to the east by the Bury-Rawtenstall ra~lway cutting. 

The only visible features of any antiquity on the site are a low north-south bank across the site, 
now known to have a natural origin, and an east-west hawthorn hedgerow bank which crosses 
the northern part of the site. Two small dugouts on the plateau were excavated during the 
Second World War. 

2.2 GEOLOGY AND SOILS 

A detailed analysis of the natural landscape in the Castle Steads area has been previously 
presented (fletcher, 1986). What follows is a summary of that work. 

The solid geology in the Burrs area consists of shales and fine sandstones of the Carboniferous 
Lower Coal Measures. These can be seen exposed in the bed and banks of the rlver [rwell, and 
constitute the scarp edges of the Castle Steads plateau. 

The drift geology on the Castle Steads plateau consists of a bed of boulder clay up to 2 . h  thick, 
underlain by between 0.5 and 3 . h  of sandstone slabs and pebbles, probably glacial debris. 

The derived soils overlying the Pennine Drift boulder clay are of the Brickfield Association, 
comprising surface-water gleys and peaty gleys where drainage is poor, i.e. on the plateau, and 
gleyed brownearths on the steeper slopes. 

The site is classified as Grade 3 agricultural land, and is presently tenant farmed as permanent 
grassland for dairying. 



3. HISTORICAL EVIDENCE 

References to 'Casteds' and 'Burres' occur in a document of sale dated 1653, these appear to be 
the earliest references in the manorial records to both places (DDK 1469/2). The placename 
Burrs is probably a corruption of the Anglo-Saxon 'burh', meaning a fortified settlement or 
market place, lending etymological weight to the evidence for a defended site. 

In 1751 Thomas Percival reported to the Royal Society that: 

"...Bury is a town lying on the Irwell ... there is a Roman camp on the same river 
above it, which I call the 'campus aestivus', the fortification not near so large as 
Bury. The people have a tradition, that the two camps were relative to one 
another, and that a battle was fought near Bury, and that the army, or one of 
them, came over Ashworth Moor ..." 

(Percival 1751) 

The accompanying plan (see cover) is somewhat misleading, in that north is to the lrit. and the 
river does not run to the south (right) of the hill. 

The estate map of the Derby lands in Bury, dated circa 1785 (DDK Bury Survey). shosv.; a field 
boundary which no longer exists, in roughly the same location as that of the vis~hle ~hlrth-south 
bank which crosses the plateau. This boundary is also shown on the 1838 Tithe '.;ur\t.\. (DRM 
1/41), and the 1844 First Edition Ordnance Suwey map. 

John Aikin seems to have visited the site, commenting: 

"...Castle Steads in Walmersley, placed in a bend of the Irwell, is said t o  ha\ <. 

been only an entrenchment of the Parliament's m y ,  when Bury was bes~ryt-I. 
and its castle battered by cannon planted at the head of a wood in Walmcr~lr~v 
Nothing remains of these works but the name of the close, the tt.n.trlt 

occupying it having levelled the trenches". 

(Aikin 1795) 

This martial tradition seems to have become enshrined in local folklore, n5 H a ~ n r .  I 1887) 
mentions the Civil War legend, but then points out the evidence of Leland who .tatt.J th.~t Bury 
Castle was a ruin by circa 1540. 



4. PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELDWORK 

In the early 1960's. limited trial trenching was undertaken by Bury Archaeological Group near 
to the west end of the Castle Steads plateau, this revealed only shallow ploughsoil overlying 
natural clay and gravel. 

Between 1984 and 1986 fieldwork was conducted by the author assisted by members of Bury 
Archaeological Group, in an attempt to assess the archaeological potential of the site. A baseline 
and site grid were established (Fig 3), and tied into the 0.5. National Grid by triangulation. The 
working grid origin (200E/050N) was utilised as site T.B.M. (108.62m O.D.) by trigonometrical 
levelling from a nearby O.S. Bench Mark. This control provided the framework for all 
subsequent works, including the 1991/92 evaluation (for further detail, see Fletcher 1986). 

The following works were undertaken: 

(1) A plane survey of Castle Steads, including all relevant and modem topographic features 

(2) An electrical resistivity survey of the area around the north-south bank, which w a  thought 
to represent ploughed-out defensive features. The survey is included in this report [Figs 3 
and 4). 

(3) A series of 12 soil-auger holes was cut from east to west across the north-south bank, 
locating a 1.2m deep ditch just to the east of, and parallel to, the bank. 

(4) A section was recorded across a silt-filled hollow-way which had been exposed when a 
track was bulldozed along the south scarp of Castle Steads. 

Conclusions of this work were that the ditch located by augering and resistivity ('Y' on Fig 4) 
was probably a defensive feature, cutting off the gentle easterly approach to Castle Steads. The 
hollow-way probably extends to run northwards onto the plateau ('Z' on Fig 4), parallel to the 
ditch. The relationship between the two (if any) was unknown. 

Of  the square structure planned by Percival (1751), no trace was located, despite resistivity 
traverses across the plateau, in addition to the area survey (2). He may have optimistically 
superimposed a theoretical Roman camp onto the site, after viewing evidence of defensive 
works on the east flank of the site. 

In summary, the site was interpreted as that of a small univallate hillfort, enclosing circa lha, 
and potentially of Late Prehistoric origin (Fletcher, 1986). 



5. SURVEY AND EVALUATION 

5.1 INTRODUCITON 

The 1992 works were proposed to investigate further the large north-south negative features on 
the east of the site. i.e. probable ditch and hollow-way, and also to locate any evidence for early 
occupation activity within the enclosure. A contour survey, magnetometer survey, and 
evaluation trenching were undertaken to this end. 

5.2 CONTOUR S U R V N  

Temporary grid pegs were located at 20.0m intervals, and levelling of spot heights was 
undertaken with an AEL3M) Laser Level, reading to the nearest 10mm. The horizontal in tend 
between spot heights was varied between 2.0 and 4.Om, depending upon local relief. All values 
were reduced to relate to the site T.B.M. at IO8.62m O.D., and contours were then extrapolated 
and plotted at 250mm intervals above O.D. (Fig 2). 

The result was an accurate planirnetric survey of the plateau area. The most obvious feature 
recorded was the north-south bank, but just apparent on its east side was the denuded ditch 
profile, best preserved in the centre of the plateau, albeit only IOOrnm deep. From a high point of 
circa 114.5Om O.D. at the west end of the promontory, the plateau within the bank falls with an 
average gradient of 1 in 20 to the east and south-east. 

The interior contour lines defined a fairly irregular surface, possibly reflecting the east-west 
trending 'Rig and Furrow' noted by an Ordnance Survey surveyor in 1976 (National 
Monuments Record, SD 71 SE/9). Another possibly significant feature was a shallow linear 
north-east to south-west depression, to the north of the site. which crossed the north-south 
bank, and could be suggestive of an early access route here. 

5.3 MAGNETOMETER SURVEY 

In order to locate any surviving archaeological features on the site, it was decided to carry out a 
. magnetometer survey, since electrical resistivity values became heavily attenuated away from 
the plateau edges by the high water table. 

On the assumption that no archaeological features were present (or had not survived) at the 
western end of the plateau, since none were found here during trial trenching in the 1960's (see 
section 4), the survey was designed to cover the area of the north-south negative features on the 
east of the site, and the north-eastern part of the interior, a total area of about 1.0 hectares (Fig 3). 

This work was contracted to Geophysical Surveys of Bradford, and figures 5 (dot-density plot) 
and 6 (interpretation) are reproduced from their report (Report Number 91/82), the 
interpretation and summary from which are included here as appendix 1. A Fluxgate 
Gradiometer (Geoscan FM36) was used to log readings at 0.5m horizontal intervals. 

Neither the north-south bank, nor the ditch located by augering in 1984 were identified, but a 
north-south linear magnetic anomaly to the east of these was probably the negative feature 
suggested as a hollow-way in the 1984 survey (Fletcher 1986). 

Two other linear anomalies were seen to cross the north-south bank, the more northerly of 
which coincided with the depression here seen on the contour survey 



Potentially of most interest was the large irregular area of magnetic 'noise', located slightlv 
north of centre of the Castle Steads plateau. This was interpreted as possibly a result 0.i 
occupation in antiquity. 

Three other small discrete anomalies demonstrated 'pit-like' responses to the gradiometer. 

5.4 EVALUATION TRENCHING 

A total of seven trenches (A to G) were excavated by machine to the top of the natural clay, these 
represented an area of circa 210 square metres, or about 2% of the Castle Steads site contained 
withln the probable cut-off ditch (Fig 2). 

In all trenches, the topsoil [Ol] and subsoil [02] were similar in description and thickness, with 
the former being a product of modem cultivation and the latter being derived from ploughing 
in antiquity. 

All of the archaeological features identified in plan or section were negative features, i.e. cuts 
and their contained fills, and a selection of these were partially excavated by hand. The trenches 
were planned and sections recorded at 1:20 and 1:10 scales respectively, soil samples taken for 
palaeo-environmental analysis, and charcoal samples for radiocarbon dating. 

The trenches were then backfilled, and the pottery deposited with the Conservation Section of 
Bolton Museum for stabilisation. 

Trench A 

Trench A was cut from east to west, measuring 401x1 by 2m. and was intended to examine the 
north-south bank, the ditch previously tested by augering, and the possible hollow-way further 
to the east. Excavation was progressed by machine into the natural clay, with no hand digging 
being undertaken (Figs 2 and 8). 

Stratigraphically, the earliest unit exposed was [MI, seen only at the western end of the trench, 
and appearing as a low north-south bank, circa 6m wide, and of unknown thickness. This 
glacial debris layer underlay the glacial boulder clay represented by [03], [07], and [OS]. 

The ditch originally located by augering was exposed clearly in section as a north-south cut (05). 
with a depth of almost 1.0m below the surface of the natural clay [08]. With a flat bottom and 
steep flanks, this feature had an upper width of circa 2.5m. The fills comprised contexts [I31 and 
[12], both blue-grey silty clays, which provided no dating evidence. The primary silting [13] 
provided good palaeo-environmental evidence (see appendix 4). 

The other significant negative feature sectioned in trench A was the broad shallow ditch cut (06), 
which lay circa lorn east of (OS), trending parallel to the latter. This feature had a gentle U- 
shaped profile, again cut into the natural clays, circa 4.0m wide and just 55Omm deep. The 
contained fills (161, (151, and (141 were of light brown and grey clay, the latter unit sealing both 
the former and extending beyond the cut (06) southwards. Context [16] was sampled for palaeo- 
environmental evidence. 

Between ditch cut (05) and the natural bank [MI was a sequence of three overlapping clay 
layers, [09], 1251, and [ll], overlying the natural clay and infilling what may have been a level 
berm between (05) and the natural bank to the west. 

Just to the west of (06) was a minor north-south linear feature, consisting of a shallow irregular 
cut (22) containing clay fills [21] and 1201. This feature, 1.6m wide by 300mm deep, was cut from 



the base of [02) through the fills of (06), just into the natural clay (081. To the west of (22). lavers 
[23) and [24), of grey clay, were probably equivalent to [16], [ l j ) ,  and (14). 

A north-south gulley cut (17), recorded to the west' of (22), contained a single fill of grey-brown 
clay (la), and as for (22), was cut from just below [02j, truncating layers [23) and [21) to the east, 
and (11) to the west. 

A north-south field drain (19) was probably cut from the base of [02), through [Ill  and (251, into 
the underlying natural clay, and had a fill [lo] of grey-brown clay. 

Trench B 

Measuring 9.8m by 2.0m, this trench was aligned north-south so as to examine the southern 
periphery of the area of 'noise' in the plateau centre, which had been defined by the magnetic 
survey (see appendix 1 and figures 5 and 6). 

Mechanical excavation was progressed to a n  average depth of 500mm to the natural clay 
surface, where the only feature seen was a sub-circular cut (32), measuring 3.0m from north to 
south and 700mm from east to west, which extended beneath the western section. With a 
maximum depth of only 2 5 b ,  this was half excavated of its only fill [31), a brown-grey clay 
with frequent charcoal inclusions (Figs 7 and 9, section B1-B2). 

This charcoal was sampled to produce a radiocarbon date of 2330 +/- 100 BP (Beta-58075). See 
appendix 5. 

Trench C 

Measuring 13.2111 by 2.Om, and aligned north-south, this trench was intended to evaluate the 
northern edge of the area of 'noise' defined by the magnetic survey (see appendix 1 and figures 
5 and 6). 

Up to ; U ) b  depth of soil was removed from the natural clay surface, within which a number 
of features were recorded. Ditch cut (-17). trending roughly east-west, had a steep-sided 
V-shaped profile, with an upper width of circa 900mm and a depth of 5jOmm. A hand-dug slot 
across this feature revealed two distinct fills [49] and [48], grey-brown clays with charcoal 
inclusions (Figs 7 and 9, section C1-C2). 

A charcoal sample from the upper ill1 I&.(/ gave a radiocarbon date of 1870 +/- 90 BP (Beta-56798) 
(see appendix 5). A palaeo-environnit~ntal <ample was retrieved from the same context (see 
appendix 4). 

Just to the north of (47) was a pit , ) r  d~tch trrminal (83). irregular in plan, 900mm across, and 
running beneath the east trench srctlon The iill (501, a brown silty clay, was not excai:ated. 

In the centre of the trench were two ..mall postholes, (43) and (15), only lOOmm apart, the brown 
clay fills of these, [W) and (46) respectively, included slabs and pebbles which were probably 
packing. Neither was excavated. 

Within the northern end of the trench was a large intrusion (41). which extended from east to 
west across the trench, 2.5m in width. This was possibly a pit or broad ditch, but the brown clay 
fill [42) was left unexcavated. 

Cut within [U) was a narrow east-west linear feature (81) with a brown clay fill [82), this was 
also left unexcavated. 



Trench D 

Trench D was located to section the north-west to south-east linear anomaly identified by the 
magnetic survey (see appendix 1 and figures 5 and 6). 

Although the anomaly was not verified in the trench, a shallow ditch terminal (51) was recorded 
in the north end of the trench, running south-west to north-east into the section (Figs 7 and 9, 
section Dl-D2).  The brown clayey loam fill [52] was charcoal rich, and a sample was 
radiocarbon dated to 2170 +/-  90 BP (Beta-58076). A palaeo-environmental sample was assessed 
from [52] also. See appendices 5 and 4 respectively. 

Adjacent to (51) was what appeared to be a large stakehole (53) 

Trench E 

Similarly to trench D, this trench was excavated to examine a magnetic anomaly which ran from 
north-east to south-west, but no afchaeological features were recorded here (Fig 2). 

Trench F 

This trench was cut parallel to, and just 4.5m to the east of trench C, in order to.determine 
whether any of the east-west linear f e h r e s  recorded in trench C extended to here 

Measuring 14.0111 by 2.0m, this trench had an average depth of 450mm to the truncated houlder 
clay surface. At the south end of the trench was a very shallow ditch terminal (731. nlnnlnx from 
south-east to north-west into the trench section. A section through the centre revenltd . I  tiepth of 
only 5Ornrn but the lobate terminal had the appearance of a post-hole (Figs i .und . I .  -ection 
F1-F2). 

The northern half of the trench exposed what appeared to be the western part i ~ t  .I r~ng-ditch 
(71), with a broad appendage on its exterior, or west side. Excavation of a sectlcm . ~ t  the north 
end of this feature (Fl-F2, fig 9) demonstrated a shallow U-shaped profile with .I 1111 ( , i  brown 
silty clay [72] containing charcoal fragments, one of which was radiocarbon dated to 2 I4 I - ' - 70 BP 
(Beta-58077). This context was also sampled for palaeo-environmental analysis. 5~ c l p p ~ n d i ~ e ~  
5 and 4 respectively 

The north-west to south-east linear feature (74) was almost certainly a field dram rt~lntivelv 
modem origin. 

Trench G 

This trench, measuring 6.2m by 2.0m, was excavated at right angles to trench F and lust 7.8m to 
the east of the latter, in order to locate the projected eastern edge of the assumed r~ng-ditch in 
trench F (Fig 2). 

However, the ring-ditch did not continue as projected, although a linear ditch or gulley (91) ran 
south-west to north-east across the east end of the trench. 



6. INTERPRETATION 

The probable defensive ditch first identified by resistivity survey and augering in 1984 was 
clearly seen in section in trench A (feature (05)). The contour survey defined its north-south 
course fairly accurately, but surprisingly it was not identified by the magnetic survey. The scale 
of the ditch could never have presented a formidable obstacle to a concerted attack, but any 
related bank, hedge, or fence would have enhanced the defensive potential. It is of course 
possible that the ditch is not related to the interior late prehistoric features, since the date of the 
ditch cut is, as yet, unknown. 

The north-south bank which is discernible at ground level and on the contour survey (figure 2), 
just to the west of the ditch, was considered initially as a man-made feature. However, this is 
certainly now interpreted as being of glacial origin, as the surface expression of a bank of stone 
debris, which rises through the glacial clay, and had been observed as overlying the 
Carboniferous shale at cilra 101.0m OD on the southern scarp of Castle Steads in 1984. 

This natural feature, then, would seem to have dictated the position of the ditch (05), as it would 
obviously make tactical sense to utilise the slope of the bank on the inner (western) side of the 
ditch. 

Although no suggestion of any defensive structure was recorded to the west of the ditch, it 
would be incautious to claim that none exist on the basis of a single trench just two metres wide. 
The most likely option would have been a simple dump bank without stone ramparts or timber 
lacing, and if such a bank had existed, as spoil from the ditch, then it could have easily been 
destroyed by later ploughing. Contexts [09], [25), and [Ill ,  which were evidently dtsplaced 
eastwards to fill the level berm between ditch (05) and the natural bank [04], may have 
originated as such a bank. 

The other large negative feature identified in trench A is interpreted as a hollow-way. This 
feature was located by the magnetic survey (appendix A, figures 3 and 6) ,  and is probably the 
cut recorded as Feature 2 in the 1984 survey (Fletcher, 1986). which appeared to run onto the 
plateau from the south scarp, giving a low resistivity anomaly (figure 4). 

Again, as the date of this feature is unknown, it is not possible to relate this to either the 
adjacent ditch, or to the internal features. It is tempting to interpret this as a prehistoric access 
route between Castle Steads and the river valley to the south, but it could just as well be earlier 
or later in date than the other features. 

The north-south field boundary across Castle Steads, recorded on the Derby Estate map of circa 
1785 (DDK Bury Survey), and subsequently on the Walmersley-with-Shuttleworth Tithe Plan of 
1838 (DRM 1/41), remains enigmatic. At the south edge of the plateau, its position appeared to 
roughly coincide with that of ditch (05), although its northern end was located some 30m to the 
west of the projected ditch line. This former field boundary may have been a wall or hedge line, 
represented by features (17) or (22) in trench A. 

The features excavated in the trenches B, C, F, and G undoubtedly represent the truncated 
evidence for late Iron Age/early Romano-British settlement. The forms and fills of the gulleys, 
pits, and post-holes, the crude late prehistoric pottery, and the radiocarbon dates which span 
roughly the mid 5th century B.C. to the mid 2nd century A.D., are typical and unequivocal 
proof of early occupation. 

,However, the limitations of an evaluation of this nature are apparent, in the fact that the 
excavated evidence, seen only in trial trenches, cannot supply the overall plan and stratigraphic 



sequences necessary to extrapolate the form and typology of the original structures, and to 
recover the chronological development and phasing of the site. Only full area excavation can 
attempt to satisfy these demands. 

The fragility of the surviving evidence became apparent when the ditch terminal (75) was 
excavated, revealing a feature depth of only 50mm. This would suggest that agrarian activity 
during the historical period has severely truncated the site, not only removing any ground 
surfaces related to the early occupation, but also destroying the upper fills of the negative 
features recorded. 

However, of the seven trenches excavated, representing circa 2% of the enclosure area, six 
proved to contain significant archaeological features, which firstly confirms the importance of 
Castle Steads as a prehistoric site, and secondly clearly demonstrates the applicability of 
geophysical techniques in areas where archaeological disturbance is suspected. 



7. DISCUSSION 

There is evidently potential for further research into the late prehistoric and Romano-British 
periods in the upper Irwell valley. The discovery of a coin hoard of late 3rd century A.D. date, in 
186-1, just 2.5km to the north-east of Castle Steads could suggest nearby native settlement, while 
a Roman pot or urn presently in Bury Museum, was found on Woodhill Road, just lkrn south of 
the site. 

Burial sites of Bronze Age date have been excavated on the moorland edge above the Irwell 
valley, at Whitelow and Bank Lane, just to the east of Ramsbottom. Similarly, in 1908 two Bronze 
Age cremation urns were found just to the north of the parish church in Bury, 2km south of 
Castle Steads. The long-standing legend of a martial connection of Civil War date, between 
Castle Steads and Bury Castle (a medieval site adjacent to the parish church) may represent a 
folk memory of a far earlier origin. 

The available evidence would suggest that prehistoric and later settlement occurred on the 
fertile river gravels and alluvium of the Irwell valley, but that survival of such sites is a rarity, 
primarily because those same areas were exploited for industrial use within the last two 
hundred years. 

In north-west England (excluding Cumbria), known late prehistoric defended sites are thinly 
distributed. Only on the margins of this area are large multivallate, mainly contour forts present. 
These include Warton Crag in north Lancashire, Almondbury and Mam Tor in the Pennines, 
and Beeston Castle and Eddisbury on the central ridge of Cheshire. The remaining ten known 
hillforts range in size from three to six hectares, and are all promontory forts excepting 
Castercliff and Skelmore Heads in Lancashire, which are contour forts (Forde-Johnston, 1962). 

Absolute dating of north-west hillforts is limited to those with features subjected to radiocarbon 
dating. Generally, the larger sites seem to have originated in the late Bronze Age, i.e. activity at 
Beeston Castle is proven from 910 bc to 330 bc (Hough 1984), while Mam Tor was probably 
abandoned as early as the 8th century BC. The earliest defences at the promontory fort at 
Portfield in Lancashire were probably raised in the7th century BC (Beswick and Coombs, 1986), 
'while the nearby Castercliff fort has produced two C14 dates of 510 bc, i.e. early Iron Age 
(Coombs, 1982). 

Until recent years, however, the area between the Ribble and Mersey valleys had produced no 
evidence for late prehistoric defended sites. Excavation by the Greater Manchester Archaeology 
Unit at  Great Woolden Hall, Salford, in 1987/88 revealed a promontory enclosure with ring 
ditches dated by radiocarbon assay to the first century BC. Surprisingly, several phases of hut 
tloors, hearths, and ovens had survived ~ntact beneath the ploughsoil, a fortuitous occurrence 
on arable land. 

Excavation by the Prestwich Archaeology Group near to the supposed Roman fort at Rainsough 
Brow, Preshvich, near Manchester, uncovered Roman pottery of mid first century AD date, and 
Belgic style wares suggesting a late Iron-Age or Romano-British defended settlement. 

When the newly excavated evidence from Castle Steads is also taken into account, then it would 
appear that the defended enclosure does not become a feature of the Mersey Basin until very 
late in the archaeological record. 

The earliest evidence nationally for hillforts in numbers occurs in the late Bronze Age. when an 
apparently massive increase in population, combined with over-exploitation of land resources, 
appears to have resulted in social and economic stress on an unprecedented scale. 



However, the archaeological evidence (or lack of it) would suggest that the Mersey and lnvell 
basins and their adjacent uplands were relative 'backwaters' throughout the prehistoric period. 
The area contains no great Neolithic or Bronze Age ceremonial monuments, or large 
Bronze/Iron Age Hillforts, both of which require large scale communal organisation. 

If this area only normally supported a small, dispersed population, then it is suggested that the 
pressure on lowland resources experienced elsewhere in the earlier half of the iirst millenium 
BC were not experienced here until the late Iron Age. Hence the conflict (or stress) seen 
elsewhere may simply have been delayed in this 'backwater' for several hundred years until the 
inevitable population increase exceeded the threshold for peaceful co-existence. Alternatively, 
increased inter- or inter-tribal squabbling may merely have necessitated defended settlement, 
with little or no nssociated population growth. 

The rapid imposition of Roman rule in the late first century AD rendered the native defended 
sites as superfluous, and although some of the larger hillforts, i.e. Eddisbury, were slighted at 
this time to reduce any native aggressive potential, continued occupation of the smaller 
enclosures was probably tolerated, with the inhabitants' lifestyles being little changed. 

The possibility of other late prehistoric sites, defended or not, being located between the rivers 
Ribble and Mersey, is likely. The small scale and insubstantial nature of such minor works has 
ensured that they leave little or no surface evidence, especially in arable areas, and can only be 
located and proved by archaeological fieldwork. 



8. RECOMMENDATIONS 

8.1 The shallow depth of the surviving evidence for prehistoric settlement at Castle Steads 
means that the 'live' archaeology is potentially at risk from any ground disturbance 
exceeding 300mm depth, i.e. deep ploughing or drainage works. Furthermore, the activities 
of metal-detector operators at the site have been witnessed, and these are suspected of 
removing metal objects from the site, the stratigraphic provenance and original location of 
which have been lost. 

Two possible measures could be taken by the Local Authority, as landowner, to attempt to 
protect against such 'damage' in the future: 

(a) Scheduling of the site as an Ancient Monument 

(b) Insertion of clauses into the existing agricultural tenancy in order to restrict any 
farming activities deemed detrimental to surviving archaeological depos~ts. and to 
forbid any granting of permission by the tenant for the use of metal detecting 
equipment at the site. 

8.2 Although the recent evaluation has confirmed Castle Steads as a late preh~stiv~c site of 
some regional importance, the form, typology, and relative chronology ot the  ~nternal 
features is not known. The survival of palaeo-environmental evidence (i.e, p r l l t m ~  within 
the archaeological features and the presence of peat deposits formed within the rrottrriver 
channel to the south of Castle Steads are significant in terms of the ptt..~b~lity of 
interpretation of the prehistoric landscape. 

It is therefore proposed, if finance is available, to undertake an area excavation i - t  ~-1rca 400 
square metres centred upon the sites of trenches C and F, combined with a pr<p<r.lmme of 
palaeo-environmental works. Further discussion is invited to these ends. 

8.3 As the development of the Burs  Countryside Park progresses, it would seem nt\.t-.;ary to 
provide visitors with information relating to the Castle Steads site. The pI.i~v~~it.nt of an 
interpretive panel at or near to the site, and the provision of a leaflet, possibly ot~tllnlng the 
pre-industrial history of the Burrs area, are possible options. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Extracts from Geophysical Surveys of Bradford report number 91/82, magnetometer survey at 
Castle Steads. 

Summary of Results 

The aim of the survey, to locate anomalies within the fort, was complicated by the presence of 
ferrous disturbance. However, some tentative anomalies were detected. Despite this, the 
location of the rampart ditch was not established by the survey, although a possible second 
ditch was located parallel to, and approximately 10m from the ditch suggested by the auger 
survey. 

4.1 There are a number of anomalies of clearly modem origin. The magnetic data is dominated 
by the response from the field boundary to the north of the site. There are also slx 
anomalies created by the ferrous grid pegs. Finally, a circular anomaly in the lower half of 
the survey is caused by the presence of a WWII dugout. 

4.2 There are a number of features of archaeological potential. Due east of, and parallel to the 
rampart there is a strong linear anomaly, but this is not the position of the ditch suggested 
by augering and resistance survey. 

4.3 Within the fort two fainter linear responses were also detected. In addition to these are a 
number of possible pit-like responses. The most likely of these are indicated on the 
interpretation diagram. Alternatively these could be responses from more deeply buried 
ferrous debris. 

4.4 Finally, an area of 'noise' in the centre of the western half of the site may be suggestive of 
domestic activity, or again ferrous disturbance. 

51 The magnetic survey has established the presence of a linear ditch outside the ditch 
suggested by previous survey work. In addition to this a number of possible archaeological 
features have been detected inside the promontory fort, though the interpretation is 
confused by the disturbed nature of the site. 

Figures 5 and 6 in this report are reproduced from figures 4 and 6 in the Geophysical Survey 



APPENDIX 2 

LIST OF CONTEXTS 

C u t  context  indicated by (00) brackets; fill 
context indicated by [OO] brackets. 

Trench A 

No. Description 

[Ol] TOPSOIL, present across whole site. Layer, 
200mm thick, composed of dark BROWN 
clayey LOAM, with crumbly consistence, 
including frequent pebbles/cobbles up to 
lOOmm across. 

[02] SUBSOIL, present across whole site. Layer, 
100-200mm thick, composed of medium to 
dark BROWN clayey LOAM, with crumbly 
consistence,  inc luding occasional 
pebbles/cobbles up to lOOmm across. 

[08] NATURAL CLAY, present to east of [03], 
overlying (071. Layer in excess of 1.0m 
thick, composed of dark YELLOW-BROWN 
CLAY, with stiff consistence, including very 
occasional pebbles up to 5Omm across. 

(091 SOIL. Layer, up to 5OOmm thick, composed 
of ORANGE-BROWN silty CLAY, with soft 
friable consistence. Very few pebble 
inclusions. 

[lo1 SOIL. Field-drain fill, 350mm thick, 250mm 
wide,  composed of light GREY-GREY 
BROWN silty CLAY, with soft sticky 
consistence. 

[Ill  SOIL. Layer, up to 300mm thick, composed 
of GREY-BROWN CLAY, with soft friable 
consistence. Very few pebble inclusions, few 
charcoal fragments. 

[03] NATURAL CLAY, present above and  to 
[12] SOIL. Layer, up to 400mm thick, composed 

west of (041. Layer, minimum 2OOmm thick, 
maximum unknown,  bu t  i n  excess of 

of BLUE-GREY silty CLAY, with orange 

5OOmm thick, composed of light ORANGE- 
mottling, friable consistence. No inclusions, 

BROWN CLAY, wi th  firm, sticky few charcoal fragments. Contained by cut (05). 

consistence,  inc luding occasional 1131 SOIL. Layer, up to 500mm thick, composed 
pebbles/cobbles up to 200mm across. of BLUE-GREY CLAY, with some orange - 

[04] NATURAL CLAY WITH STONES. Layer, in mottling, soft friable consistence, few small 

excess of 400mm thick, composed of light charcoal fragments. Contained by cut (05). 

sandy  CLAY' w i th  crumb'y  1141 SOIL. Layer, up to 250mm thick, composed 
consistence, forming matrix to cobbles, 

of light BROWN-GREY CLAY, with soft 
pebbles, and angular slabs ( u p  to 300mm 

sticky consistence, very few inclusions, 
across) ,  s tone  content  i s  circa 50% by 

occasional charcoal fragments. Contained 
volume of deposit. 

by cut (06). 
(05) DITCH CUT. U-shaped profile with flat 

base and  steep flanks, at circa 50 degrees [15] SOIL. Layer, up to 2OOmm thick, composed 

from horizontal. Cu t  to depth of 900mm of light GREY CLAY, wi th  soft sticky 

into natural clay [03], upper width of circa consistence. Very few pebble inclusions 

2.7rn. Ditch trends north to south. Contains present, small amounts of organic matter 

fills [I21 and (131. present. Contained by cut (06). 

(06) DITCH CUT. Very gentle U-shaped profile. 
Cu t  to depth of S5Omm into natural clay 
[03], upper width of circa 4.0m. Ditch trends 
north to south Contains fills [14], [IS], and [16]. 

[07] NATUR;\L CLAY, present to east of (031. 
Layer, in excess of ZOOmm thick, composed 
of d a r k  RED-BROWN CLAY, with stiff 
consistence,  inc luding occasional 
pebbles/cobbles up to l5Omm across. 

[16] SOIL. Layer, up to 400mm thick, composed 
of light GREY CLAY, wi th  soft stickv 
consistence. Very few pebble inclusions, no 
organic matter present. Contained by cut (06). 

(17) GULLEY CUT. Distinct U-shaped profile. 
with steep flanks. Cut to depth of 25Omm 
into contexts (1021 and [I031 and [1041. 
upper width of 800mm. Gullev trends north 
to south. Contaim fill [IS]. 



[la] SOIL. Layer, up to 250mm thck, composed 
of dark GREY-BROWN silty CLAY, with 
soft crumbly consistence. No inclusions, 
occasional orange-brown mottles. 
Contained by cut (17). 

(19) FIELD DRAIN CUT. V-shaped profile with 
steep flanks and flat base. Cut to depth of 
35Omm through lavers [I11 and [25], into 
clav [08]. Upper width of 250mm. Filled 
by [ lo] .  

[20] SOIL. Layer, up to l5Omm thick, composed 
of ORANGE-BROWN sandy CLAY and  
light GRM-BROWN sandy CLAY, with soft 
sticky consistence. No inclusions, even 
orange mottling. Contained by cut (22). 

[21] SOIL. Layer, up to 25Omm thick, composed 
of GREY-BROWN silty CLAY, with soft 
crumbly consistence. No inclusions. 
Contained by cut (22). 

(22) GULLEY CUT. Shallow U-shaped profile, 
with irregular base and steep flanks. Cut to 
depth of 300mm into fills to west of ditch (%), 
upper width of circa 1.4m. Gulley trends 
north to south. Contains fills [20] and [21]. 

Trench C 

(41) PIT OR DITCH CUT. Plan undefined within 
width of hench, seems to trend east to west. 
with a north to south width of 2.6m. .A 
small extension to north flank measured 
circa 400mm square. Profile unknown, since 
feature not excavated. Contains fill [42]. 

[42] SOIL. Layer, of unknown thickness, since 
not excavated. Composed of medium to 
dark BROWN silty CLAY, with soft crumbly 
consistence. Inclusions are charcoal, burnt 
pieces of sandstone, pebbles/cobbles up to 
2OOmm across. Patches of brown-yellow 
clay present. Contained in cut (41). 

(43) POST-HOLE CUT. Sub-circular plan, circa 
350mm diameter, unknown profile or depth, 
not excavated. Cut into natural clay [03], 
contains fill [44]. Probably related to (45). 

[U]  SOIL. Post-hole fill a n d  packing. 
Unexcavated, composed of dark BROWN 
silty CLAY. Inclusions are rounded pebbles 
u p  to 180mm across, possibly packing 
stones. Contained in cut (43). 

(45) POST-HOLE CUT. Sub-circular plan, circa 

[23] SOIL. Layer, up to 150mm thick, composed 350mm diameter, unknown profile or depth, 

of light GREY silty CLAY, with soft sticky not excavated. Cut into natural clay [03], 

consistence. No inclusions, very frequent contains fill [46]. Probably related to (43). 

to be [46] SOIL. Post-hole f i l l  and  packing. 
GLEYED. Unexcavated, composed of dark BROWN 

silty CLAY. Inclusions are subangular 
[24] SOIL. Layer, up to 150mm thick, composed 

of GREY to GREY-BROWN silty CLAY, with 
pebbles u p  to 2OOmm across, possibly 
packing stones. Contained in cut (45). 

soft crumbly consistence. No inclusions. 
frequent orange mottling. (47) GULLEY CUT. Roughly east-west linear 

cut, 1.0m wide, 550mm deep, steep sided 
[25] SOIL. Layer, up to 200mm thick. d > m p w d  V-shaped profile. Cut into natural clav [03], 

of light GREY silty CLAY, with rlrm . r ~ i k v  contains fills [49] and [48]. 
consistence. No inclusions.  t r v ~ j u c n t  
mottling similar to [23]. Possibl\ ( ;I.I!) ED 
natural, as for (231. 

Trench B 

[31] SOIL. Layer, up to 270mm thick. composed 
of medium BROWN-GREY CLAY. with soft 
plastic consistence. Very few small pebble 
inclusions, frequent charcoal fragments. 

(32) Pl? CLT. Sub-circular in plan, only partially 
exposed. 3.0m from north to south. 75Omm 
from east to west, in section profile is that of 
a shallow scoop, cut  only 270mm into 
natural clay (03). Contains fill [31]. 

[48] SOIL. Upper fill of (47), maximum thickness 
of 250mm. Composed of medium GREY- 
BROWN silty CLAY, with soft plastic 
consistence. Very few pebble inclusions, but 
2'% charcoal by volume. 

[49] SOIL. Lower fill of (47), maximum thickness 
of 250mm. Composed of medium GREY 
CLAY, with soft plastic consistence. Very 
few pebble inclusions, few charcoal 
fragments. 

[SO] SOIL. Layer, fill within (83). L'nexcai:ated. 
compound of dark BROWN silty CLAY. 
~ ' i t h  soft plastic consistence. 



(81) GLTLEY CUT. East-west linear cut, 4OOmm (74) FIELD DRAIN CUT. Narrow linear cu t .  
wide ,  unexcavated,  unknown dep th  or trends north-west to south-east across 
profile. Cut into fill (421, contains fill (821. trench, width of 120mm. Unexcavated. 

[82] SOIL. Fill wi th in  (81). Unexcavated,  
composed of dark  BROWN silty CLAY, 
with soft plastic consistence, includes few 
large pebble inclusions. 

(83) PIT OR DITCH CUT. Irregular plan, circa 
900mm across, runs into east trench section. 
Unexcavated. contains fill [SO]. 

Trench D 

(51) DITCH OR GULLEY CUT. South terminal 
of south-west to north-east shallow ditch. 
Sub-rectangular plan, 500mm wide with 
visible length of 2.0m, running into north 
end of trench. Partially excavated, U-shaped 
profile 200mm deep. 

[52] SOIL. Fill wi th in  (51). Composed o f  
medium to dark BROWN clayey LOAM, 
with soft crumbly consistence. Light brown 
clay patches,  occasional pebbles u p  to  
100mm, frequent charcoal fragments. 

(53) STAKE-HOLE CUT. Small sub-circular cut, 
IlOmm diameter, well defined, contains 
[54]. Unexcavated. 

[U] SOIL. Fill of (53). Dark BROWN CLAY, soft 
sticky consistence.  Frequent  charcoal 
fragments. Contained by (53), unexcavated. 

Trench E 

No recorded contexts. 

Trench F 

(71) DITCH OR GULLEY CUT. Curvilinear in 
plan, extending to north and south beneath 
east trench section. Arc length of circa 7.0m. 
width of 600mm, U-shaped profile 300mm 
deep. Merges with possible ditch to west, 
with width of 1.4m. 

[72] SOIL. Fill of (71).  medium to dark BROWN 
silty CLAY, with light grey-brown sandy 
patches.  Soft, sticky consistency. Few 
pebbles u p  to  lOOmm across ,  frequent 
charcoal fragments. 

(731 SOIL. Fill of (74). Dark BROWN clayey 
LO&?, with very soft sticky consistency. 

(75) DITCH OR GULLEY CUT. South terminal 
of south-east to north-west shallow ditch, 
irregular plan with lobate terminal, possibly 
a post-hole. Width circa jOOmrn, visible 
length of 2 .5~1,  running into west section of 
trench. Partial excavation revealed depth of 
only jOmm, with steep sides and flat base. 

[76] SOIL. Fill of (75). Light BROWN-GREY silty 
CLAY, soft sticky consistency. Few pebble 
inclusions up to lOOmm across, frequent 
charcoal fragments. Few burnt pebbles. 

Trench G 

(91) DITCH OR GULLEY CCT. Linear cut 
trending north-east to s ~ ~ u t h - \ . c ~ t .  Width 
400mm, visible length I 3.0m, 
running into trench secticjns I'rll~ile and 
depth unknown, unexcavated 

[92] SOIL. Fill of (91). Medillm HKOLVV silty 
CLAY, soft sticky consisteniv. : > a )  ~!>.-l~~sions. 
Unexcavated. 



APPENDIX 3 - FINDS DESCRIPTION 

The only artefactual evidence found during the evaluation was a small amount of pottery, from 
sealed contexts which had independent dating means. 

POTTERY 

Fabric type A 

Seven small sherds, well abraded, with no recognisable forms. Dark reddish-brown clay with 
occasional small grits, soft, poorly fired. No fiiish or decoration discernible. 

Excavated from context (481, trench C, charcoal from which was radiocarbon dated to 1870 +/ -  
90 BP (Beta-56798). Similar to Bronze Age or iron Age pottery from other areas of northern 
England (Arthur Boulton, pers. comm.). 

Fabric type B 

Eight small sherds, of which three were reconstructed to form part of a rim of what may have 
been a shallow, distorted bowl. Coarse, hard, gritty clay fabric, dark grey-brown co~bur. Hand- ; 
made, rim evidently finger 'pinched', very crude finish. No decoration. 'Leathery' external 
appearance. 

Recovered from context [72], trench F, charcoal from which was radiocarbon dated to 2140 + / -  
70 BP (Beta-58077). Similar to Bronze Age or Iron Age pottery from other areas of northern 
England (Arthur Boulton, pers. comm.). Fragments of a vessel of very similar fabric were found 
during excavation of the phase 2 Roman fort at Manchester, in 1982. This pottery was thought to 
date from the first century AD, representing a native Brigantian type (Keith Maude, pers. 
comrn.). 



I 
APPENDIX 4 - ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

I - 
.4 Palaeo-environmental [nvestigation of submitted samples or~ginating from Castle Steads, 

I Walmersley, Bury. 

By Dr B. Barnes, BSc PhD MA (Educ. Research) CBiol MlBiol 

I Report number BB/POL293, dated 8th February 1993 

I 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The stratigraphic context.of the five samples CS92/13, CS92/16, CS92/48, CS92/52 and 
CS92/72 submitted for palaeo-environmental investigation are described elsewhere in this 

I report. 

I 
2.0 METHOD 

Duplicate laboratory sub-samples were taken from each of the five samples submitted from the 
field as noted above. Each sub-sample was deflocculated in 10% caustic soda solution and 

I washed through a 1 2 5 ~  sieve. Material retained on the sieve was transferred to petri dishes 
and examined for macrofossils. The presence and amount of particulate matter was recorded 
approximately on a five point scale and the results noted in Table I. 

I 
TABLE I: MACRO FOSSILS AND MATERIALS RETAINED ON 1 2 5 ~  SIEVE FROM 

I 
SAMPLES TAKEN FROM CASTLE STEADS, WALMERSLEY, BURY. 

VEGETABLE 
DETRITUS 

+ 

+ 

++ 

+ 

++ 

- 
SAMPLE 

CS92/13 a) 

b) 

CS92116 a) 

b) 

CS92148 a) 

b) 

CS92152 a) 

b) 

CS9W2 a) 

b) 

MACROFOSSILS 

Juncus seed 

rootlets 

Sphagnum 
leaves (3) 

- 

- 

SAND 

++ 

++ 

+++ 

++ 

++ 

CHARCOAL 

- 

++ 

++ 

++ 

++++ 

CLAY 

++ 

+++ 

- 

+ 

+ 

SILT 

+++ 

++ 

+ 

++ 

++ 



In the absence of carbonate the material passing through the sieve was treated with hydrofluoric 
acid to remove silica and subjected to acetolysis to dissolve fragments of cellulose. The residual 
material was stained with safranin and mounted in glycerol for microscopic examination. The 
detailed procedures involved in the above preparations are prescribed by the pollen laboratories 
of the University of Liverpool. 

Slides subiected to pollen analysis were traversed at two optical diameter intervals and pollen 
grains and spores counted until a minimum of 200 arboreal pollen grains had been reached as 
recommended by Moore and Webb (1978). The remainder of the slide was scanned and any new 
pollen taxa not recorded in the count noted. 

3.0 RESULTS 

3.1 All samples had a high mineral content with varying amounts of clay, silt and sand. All the 
samples except CS92/13 contained charcoal, particularly CS92/72 noted elsewhere in the 
report as taken from Trench 'F'. 

Although vegetational detritus was present in all samples, CS92/72, and CS92/43 were the 
only samples with significant quantities present. Two or three broken Sphagnum leaves 
were noted in CS92/48 and a Iuncus seed in CS92/13. 

3.2 POLLEN ANALYSIS 

No pollen was observed in sample CS92/52 and CS92/16. Occasional pollen grains were 
noted for CS92/48 but there was insufficient to count. Pollen of Corylus, Tiliu and two 
Filicales spores noted. 

Due to an error in preparation it was not possible to include details of the pollen analysis 
for sample CS92/72 in this report, although its repreparation is in hand. 

Sample CS92113 from Trench"A' was fairly rich in pollen. The arboreal pollen (A.P.) made 
up 50% of the total tree shrub and herb pollen and included 67% alder. Other tree 
taxa included birch (Betuln), pine (Pinus), oak (Quercus) and ash (Fraxinus). A single lime 
(Til~a) grain was also noted. Hazel (Corylus) was the main element of the shrub taxa, of 
Interest too here were the records of alder buckthorn (Frangula alnus). 

Amongst the herbs Gramineat was by far the most abundant taxa. Composita (Liguliilorat) 
and significant quantities of ribwort plantain (Plantago lanceolata) pollen were noted. The 
heather family was represented by low values for Calluna and Empetrum. 

Amongst the cryptograms low Sphagnum values contrasted with high Filicales and 
Pteridium spores. 

4.0 DISCUSSION 

4.1 The material retained on the 125pm screen from the five samples and noted in Table I is 
consistent with the field descriptions of these soils noted elsewhere in this report. This 
discussion therefore centres on the sample CS92/13 described as an accumulation of 
UMmm of bluegrey silty clay formed at the base of a ditch about 1.0 metre deep and 2.5 metres 
wide in section. The whole was sealed from above by a W m m  layer of alluvium. 



TABLE 11: POLLEN ANALYTICAL DATA FROM CASTLE STEADS, WALMERSLEY, BURY, 

POLLEN RAW 
SUM COUNT VALUE 

ETREE POLLEN=ZALL TREES=207 

I I 
Betula 

Pinus 

Quercus 

Tiiia 

Alnus 

Fraxinus 

1 Cerealia? 1 

Colylus 

Frangula 

Salix 

32 

2 

33 

+ 

137 

3 

Sphagnum 3 0.6 

Filicales 65 14.5 

Polypodium 8 1.8 

Selaginella + - 

Pteridium 24 5.3 

16 

I 

16 

- 

67 

1.5 

63 

3 

2 

I Cyperacee 

Composite (Lig.) 

Epilobium 

Plantago lanceolata 

KEY: 

ETP=SUM OF TOTAL POLLEN 

ZAPSUM OF ARBOREAL POLLEN 

ESP=SUM OF SHRUB POLLEN 

ZHP=SUM OF HERB POLLEN 

EEP=SUM OF ERICALES POLLEN 

ZCS=SUM OF CRYPTOGAM SPORES 

23 

1.1 

0.7 

15 3 7 

3 : 0.7 

1 I + 

1 1  

EERICALES POLLEN=ZAP+ESP+EHP+EEP=414 

2.7 

2.4 

+ 

Calluna 

Empetrum 

10 

1 



4.2 Despite the range of radiocarbon dates 1870 +/- 90 B.P. to 2330 +/- 100 B P  obtained from 
other samples from the site the lack of any radiocarbon control for sample CS92/13 
weakens any claims on palynological grounds for Iron Age context for the material. 
However, once the palynological data is available from CS92/72 (radiocarbon date Beta 
58073: 2140 +/- 70 B.P.) the data can be reviewed. Furthermore any interpretations based 
on a single pollen count must be regarded as somewhat tentative. 

4.3 An A.P. of 50'% tree cover is not necessarily inconsistent with a pre-Roman Iron Age 
context in the Pennine area, where, according to Turner (1981) and Hicks (1971) forest 
clearance may only have really got underway at this time. This contrasts with the 
situation in south-east and southern England where forest clearance in Iron Age times is 
regarded more as a completion of a process started in Bronze Age times Turner (op cit). 
Thus the reduced forest cover in these areas is reflected by lower A.P. values in pollen 
diagrams of Iron Age provenance from the south. However, the high alder ( A ~ I I L I S )  
values (66% A.P.) could be a reflection of local moist alderwood on the banks of the 
Irwell and in the valley at the Castle Steads site. Tallis and McGuire (1971) interpreted 
the high Alnus values noted for material found below the Roman road a t  nearby 
Ainsworth in this way. 

The high Graminea in part and the and Filicales values along with Cyperacex .~nd the 
presence of (Filipendula) grains could relate to a field layer below the a ld rwotd  innopy 
rich in moisture loving herbs where a high water table level prevailed. Thr trm. ~ornmon 
polypody (Polypodium) could grow in the crooks of alder branches in the huml~l iv~v~lland 
environment by the river. 

In this case if the alder pollen is removed from the A.P. sum the remaining 17". \ I '  T.P. is 
more typical of Iron Age times. These individual arboreal pollen taxa could rt,yrt-rnt an 
open woodland of birch, oak, hazel and ash on the higher land above the r1vt.r \ .111c\.. w ~ t h  
patches of bracken in the field layer. 

High Graminea levels along with records of ribwort plantain (Pla~rf't.'o :.ru.~.~~lata), 
Composita and willowherb (Epilobium) could relate to areas of pastoral act l \~t \ .  .\r noted 
elsewhere by Imes (1981). High bracken values could additionally/alternat~vvlv ~ndicate 
its colonisation of areas of exhausted arable land. However, the possibility oi dr.lblr activity 
is only supported by three grains not definitively identified as Cerealia. 

5.0 CONCLUSION 

A review of the pollen profile of CS92/13 is consistent with the presence oi moist 
alderwood growing in the Irwell valley below the Castle Steads site. On the h~ghrr  ground 
surrounding the site itself there is evidence for the existence of an open woodland 
alternating with areas of grassland capable of supporting pastoral farming act~vitv. The 
absence of any radiocarbon data for the sample weaken arguments allocating the sample to 
an Iron Age context. This position could be clarified when the pollen data ior CS92/72 
(which is radiocarbon dated) is available. 

Investigations of peat deposits located in the valley bottom adjacent to the Castle Steads 
site could considerably develop the paiaeo-environmental history of Castle Steads and the 
surrounding area generally. 



Further consideration of pollen analytical data from Castle Steads, Bury-in \\.hich sample 
CS92/72 is considered alongside sample CS92/13 discussed previously. 

Report number BB/POL 293 A, dated 19th February 1993 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

See report on Castle Steads BB/POL293. 

2.0 METHOD 

See report on Castle Steads BB/POL293. 

3.0 RESULTS 

The herb pollen taxa at both sites represents about one third of the total arboreal, shrub and 
herb pollen in total at each site, 31% and 28% (Table 111). However, in this CS92/72 analysis the 
percentage shrub pollen is more than twice that of the percentage tree pollen whilst a reciprocal 
situation is encountered in the CS92/13 analysis. In both samples the percentage alder pollen 
exceeds that of the remaining tree species by a ratio roughly 3:l although the number of alder 
grains in CS92/13 is much higher (137) than CS92/72 (67). 

At each site the principal tree pollen taxa are birch (16% and 9%), oak (16% and 16%) and alder 
(67"/0 and 68%), and the percentage hazel pollen lies at 23% and 24% respectively. At both sites 
either small numbers of pollen grains or single pollen grains represent dry land tree pollen 
types (pine, elm, lime and ash). The number of Salix grains are significantly lower in CS92113 
(2) compared with CS92/72 (15). Graminea represents the major herb pollen taxa being 23'!h 
(CS92/13) and 24% (CS92/72) of the total pollen sum respectively. Pollen taxa of clearance herbs 
associated both with pastoral (Composita (Liguliflora), Epilobium, Rumex, Plantngo lanceolntn) 
and arable (Cerealia and Caryophyllacea) activity are present in low but s ig~ficant  quantities 
in each sample. 

In both samples low values for ericacims taxa and Sphagntrm spores are recorded. Although spores 
of Filicales, Pteridium, Selaginella and Po(ypdiurn are recorded for both samples the two former 
taxa are numerically higher in CS92/13 and the two latter taxa mer ica l ly  higher in CS92/72. 

4.0 DISCUSSION 

For the counts of a range of pollen taxa taken from the same stratigraphic and synchronetic 
context in two widely separate locations from the same site to be numerically similar would be 
surprising, so  that this event is not to be expected from samples taken from differing 
stratigraphic contexts in different parts of the site under investigation. That so many positive 
points of comparison can be drawn from the pollen spectra of two samples (3.0 RESULTS) is 
quite remarkable, and the view could be advanced that the minor differences in the pollen 
spectra could be a reflection of different facies of similar but not necessarily the same 
vegetational complex, for there is no evidence here for any chronological synchroneity in the 
accumulation of the two samples. 

However, on the basis of the comparison noted above it would not be unreasonable to suggest 
that the palaeo-environmental reconstruction tentatively related to sample CS92/13 in report 
BB/POL93 could apply to sample CS92/72. As this sample has a radiocarbon date of 2140 +/ -  
70 B.P., then the palaeo-environmental reconstruction described in 4.3 and 5.0 of the above 
report could relate to an Iron Age context at the Castle Steads site. 



I TABLE 111: POLLEN ANALYTICAL DATA PROM CASTLE STEADS, WALMERSLEY, BURY. 
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25 

POLLEN 
SUM 

IAP=%ITP 

XAP-Alnus=%ITP 

ISP=%ZTP 

ZHP=%ZTP 

ZEP=%ZTP 

ICRYPTOGAM=IAP+ZSP~IHP+~EP+ICS 
SPORES=258 

ZCRYPT=%ETP 

RAW 
COUNT 

451 1 52 

1411 52 

631152 - 

4311 52 

11152 

Sphagnum 

Filicaies 

Polypodium 

Selaginelia 

Pteridium 

VALUE 

29% 

9% 

41% 

28% 

0.6% 

10611 58 

1 

20 

67 

12 

6 

41% 

0.4% 

8% 

26% 

4% 

2.3% 

KEY: 

ITP=SUM OF TOTAL POLLEN 

LAP=SUM OF ARBOREAL POLLEN 

ZSP=SUM OF SHRUB POLLEN 

ZHP=SUM OF HERB POLLEN 

ZEP=SUM OF ERICALES POLLEN 

ZCS=SUM OF CRYPTOGAM SPORES 

ITREE POLLEN=ZALL TREES45 
- 

Betula 

Pinus 

Quercus 

Tilia 

Alnus 

ulmus 

4 

I 

7 

1 

31 

1 

9 

2 

16 

2 

68 

2 

ISHRUB POLLEN=ZAP+ZSP=108 

Colylus 

Salix 

48 

15 

44 

14 

IHERB POLLEN=ZAP+ZSP+ZHP=l51 

Grarninee 

Cerealia? 

Cyperaceae 

Compositae (Lig.) 

Caryophyllacele 

Rumex 

Vicia 

Filipendula 

27 

- 

3 

3 

2 

I 

2 

5 

18 

- 

2 

2 

1.3 

0.6 

1.3 

3 

ZERICALES POLLEN=LAP+LSP+ZHP+ZEP=152 

Calluna 1 0.6 



TABLE IV: POLLEN CHARACTERISTICS. 

ZAP as % I T P I =  50 29 
ZAP-Alnus as %ITPZ= 17 '3 9 '3 
I S P  as %ITPZ= 16 4 I 
XHP as %ITPE= 31 28 
I E P  as % I T P I =  2.7 0.6 
ICRYPT as % I T P I =  7.8 4 1 

ARBOREAL POLLEN SPECTRA (%) 

Birch 
Pine 
Elm 
Lime 
Ouercus 
Alnus 
Fraxinus 

Cory IUS 
Frangula 
Salix 

HERB POLLEN SPECTRA (%) 

Graminere 21 18 
Cerealia 0.7 - 
Cyperacea, 3.7 2 
Composite (Lig.) 0.7 2 
Calyophyllacere - 1.3 
Epilobium + - 
Plantago lanceolata 2.7 - 
Rumex - 0.6 
Vicia - 1.3 
Rlipendula + 3.0 

ERICACEOUS POLLEN SPECTRA (%) 

Calluna 2.4 0.6 
Empetrum 1 .O - 

CRYPTOGRAM SPORES SPECTRA (%) 

Sphagnum 
Fiiicales 
Polypodium 
Selaginella 
Pteridium 



5.0 CONCLUSION 

It can be tentatively suggested that in pre-Roman Iron Age times the higher grounds 
surrounding the Castle Steads site could have carried open woodland alternating with areas of 
grassland capable of supporting pastoral farming activity. There is also modest evidence for 
arable activity in the area. The possible presence of a moist alderwood growing in the adjacent 
Irwell valley bottom at the same time is not inconsistent with the palynological data obtained 
from two samples. 
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APPENDIX 5 - RADIOCARBON DATING 

Results of radiocarbon assay conducted on charcoal samples by Beta Analytic Inc. of Miami, 
Florida, U.S.A. 

Lab no. Site sample no. C-14 age years B.P. +/- I standard dev. 

Beta-56798 C.S. 92/48 1870 +/- 90 B.P. 

Beta-58075 C.S. 92/31 2330 +/- 100 B.P. 

Beta-58076 C.S. 92/52 2170 +/- 90 B.P. 

Beta-58077 C.S. 92/72 2140 +/- 70 B.P. 

Results of computer calibration of above data, provided by Keith Maude of University of 
Manchester Department of Archaeology, using University of Washington Quaternan- Isotope 
Lab Radiocarbon Calibration Program, 1987. 

Site sample no. Date range of +/- 1 standard deviation 

C.S. 92/48 47 A.D. to 247 A.D 

C.S. 92/31 550 B.C. to 350 B.C. 

C.S. 92/52 363 B.C. to 166 B.C. 

C.S. 92/72 225 B.C. to 102 B.C 
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